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Spatial conservation prioritization concerns the effective allocation of conservation action. Its stages
include development of an ecologically based model of conservation value, data pre-processing, spatial
prioritization analysis, and interpretation of results for conservation action. Here we investigate the
details of each stage for analyses done using the Zonation prioritization framework. While there is much
literature about analytical methods implemented in Zonation, there is only scattered information
available about what happens before and after the computational analysis. Here we fill this information
gap by summarizing the pre-analysis and post-analysis stages of the Zonation framework. Concerning
the entire process, we summarize the full workflow and list examples of operational best-case, worst-
case, and typical scenarios for each analysis stage. We discuss resources needed in different analysis
stages. We also discuss benefits, disadvantages, and risks involved in the application of spatial prioriti-
zation from the perspective of different stakeholders. Concerning pre-analysis stages, we explain the
development of the ecological model and discuss the setting of priority weights and connectivity re-
sponses. We also explain practical aspects of data pre-processing and the post-processing interpretation
of results for different conservation objectives. This work facilitates well-informed design and application
of Zonation analyses for the purpose of spatial conservation planning. It should be useful for both sci-
entists working on conservation related research as well as for practitioners looking for useful tools for
conservation resource allocation.

� 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY license.
1. Introduction

Conservation prioritization is about decision support for con-
servation planning (Ferrier and Wintle, 2009). It aims to answer
questions about when, where, and how we can efficiently achieve
conservation goals (Pressey et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2007). Spatial
conservation prioritization utilizes computational tools and ana-
lyses that are relevant for ecologically informed spatial allocation of
conservation actions or placement of other land uses (Kukkala and
Moilanen, 2012). Methods of spatial prioritization evolved starting
from simple complementarity-based minimum set reserve selec-
tion algorithms that operated on relatively small data sets and
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presence-absence data (reviewed by Sarkar et al. (2006)). More
recently, methods have become able to accommodate various cost
factors andmuch increased ecological realism by implementing, for
example, methods to deal with species-specific connectivity and
uncertainty, and software implementations have become able to
deal with much larger landscapes and a variety of data types
(Kukkala and Moilanen, 2012).

Spatial conservation prioritisation is a form of conservation
assessment (sensu Knight et al., 2006) which can be utilized as a
technical phase inside the broader operational model of systematic
conservation planning (SCP) that focuses on planning, implement-
ing, and monitoring conservation (Margules and Pressey, 2000;
Margules and Sarkar, 2007; Pressey and Bottrill, 2008; Kukkala and
Moilanen, 2012). In this study, we concentrate on the interface be-
tween spatial conservation prioritization and implementation-
oriented conservation planning, specifically in the context of the
Zonation spatial planning software2 (Moilanen et al., 2005, 2009b).
2 Zonation version 3 is freely available from http://cbig.it.helsinki.fi/software/
zonation/ for MS Windows.
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There are several categories of factors that can introduce their
own nuances into prioritization problems (Moilanen et al., 2009c).
Details of the planning problem depend on the type of conservation
action considered, including protection, management, mainte-
nance, and restoration of habitats (Pressey et al., 2007;Wilson et al.,
2009). A reserve network could be planned for immediate imple-
mentation or for recurrent yearly operations (Costello and Polasky,
2004; Pressey et al., 2007). Biodiversity could be considered from
the perspective of representation in a reserve network or from the
perspective of landscape-wide retention, which involves potential
threats and opportunities both within reserves and the surround-
ing landscape (Pressey et al., 2004). The level of detail included in
the ecological model that explicitly or implicitly underlies the
decision-making influences the difficulty of implementing a deci-
sion analysis (Possingham et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2009).

Spatial conservation prioritization is usually done within a
wider decision-making context in which the needs of many land
users and stakeholders are acknowledged (Ferrier and Wintle,
2009). At the outset of any planning process, it is crucial that ob-
jectives (aims, goals) are explicitly set for all of the processes and
criteria involved (Ferrier and Wintle, 2009; Runge et al., 2011). This
also includes the explicit consideration of which decision-support
tool is most suitable for the task at hand which can involve inte-
grating large biological and socio-economic datasets as well as
several software tools (Segan et al., 2011). Furthermore, setting of
objectives (Opdam et al., 2002; Wilson et al., 2009), stakeholder
involvement (Knight et al., 2006), policy recommendations
(Sutherland et al., 2006), quality verification (Langford et al., 2011),
and monitoring (Lindenmayer and Likens, 2009) are all stages that
may be repeated over periods of many years.

Here we describe a workflow for running a conservation priori-
tization analysis with the Zonation software (see Moilanen et al.,
2005, 2009b, 2011a, 2012; Moilanen and Arponen, 2011 for refer-
ences). Zonationhasbeenapplied across terrestrial, riverine,marine,
and urban environments (Leathwick et al., 2008; Moilanen et al.,
2008; Gordon et al., 2009). It includes a set of useful analysis fea-
tures, including uncertainty analysis and sevenways of dealingwith
connectivity (Section 2.4). In can operate on species, ecosystems
(Kremen et al., 2008; Lehtomäki et al., 2009), ecosystem services
(Moilanen et al., 2011a; Thomas et al., 2012), or any such biodiversity
feature, and can be applied to landscapes up to tens of millions of
elements (grid cells) of biodiversity feature data (Arponen et al.,
2012). In addition to target-based planning (Carwardine et al.,
2009), Zonation includes multiple alternative ways of aggregating
conservation value across species and space (Moilanen, 2007).

As with any sophisticated tool, using Zonation requires both
conceptual understanding about analysis options as well as experi-
ence and knowledge on how to establish a sensibleworkflow,which
can be a major obstacle in the use of Zonation, due to the many
analysis options available. While the analytical features available in
Zonation are well documented, there is a scarcity of accessible in-
formation about what should happen before and after the compu-
tational analysis itself. Here we summarize previously scattered
information about the process of implementing spatial conservation
prioritization with Zonation. We explain all parts of the typical
workflow, concentrating on what happens before and after the
computational analysis itself. While the present work is most rele-
vant for Zonation, much of the workflow should be relevant for any
method and software that is applied for spatial prioritization.

2. Methods

2.1. Zonation: main concepts, algorithms, and outputs

Because the details of the Zonation software and its algorithms have been
extensively documented elsewhere (Moilanen et al., 2005, 2009b, 2011a, 2012), we
summarize only the features that facilitate understanding of the present material,
including interpretation of output (Section 2.7). Zonation develops a priority ranking
of the entire landscape. It starts from the assumption that protecting everything
would be best for conservation. It then proceeds to iteratively rank sites, at each step
removing the spatial unit (grid cell, planning unit) that leads to the smallest
aggregate marginal loss in biodiversity. In this process, which is called the Zonation
meta-algorithm, the least useful sites receive the lowest ranks (close to 0) and areas
most valuable for biodiversity receive the highest ranks (close to 1). This ranking is
nested, meaning that the top 1% is within the top 2%, which is within the top 5% and
so on. It is possible to identify any given top fraction or bottom fraction of the
landscape in terms of perceived conservation value from this ranking, which can be
visualized as a priority rank map with different colours indicating rank values (see
inset in Fig. 1 and Moilanen et al., 2012). The priority rank map is paired with
another main output, the performance curves (see inset in Fig. 1 and Moilanen et al.,
2012). These curves quantify the proportion of the original occurrences remaining
for each feature when successively smaller fractions of the landscape remain for
conservation (it is implicitly assumed that all unprotected sites are lost from con-
servation). Performance curves are most often investigated as averaged across all
features or across a small number of subgroups of features. It is also informative to
investigate the minimum value across all features or subgroups as it will show the
situation of the worst-off feature when a given fraction of the landscape remains for
conservation. Individual performance curves are not always useful as there can be
up to tens of thousands of features in the analysis.

The main principle of the computational strategy of Zonation can be summar-
ised as seeking to maximise retention of weighted range-size corrected feature
richness (Moilanen et al., 2011a). A key to the operation of Zonation is the definition
of marginal loss of biodiversity inside the Zonation meta-algorithm. For this loss
there are multiple alternative definitions, which allow various concepts of conser-
vation value, including those that emphasize species richness (the additive benefit
function formulation, ABF) or rarity (core-area Zonation, CAZ) to variable degrees
(Moilanen, 2007; Moilanen et al., 2011a). In fact, one of the first choices faced when
initiating analysis is between ABF and CAZ. ABF produces high return on investment
(Laitila and Moilanen, 2012), but may allow lowered representation levels for fea-
tures occurring in species-poor or expensive parts of the landscape (Moilanen,
2007). ABF is appropriate when the data is considered to be a surrogate for biodi-
versity broadly. CAZ aims to ensure high-quality locations for all features (Moilanen
et al., 2005, 2011a), which may result in a lower return on investment because
relatively higher effort must be expended on features that occur in species poor or
expensive areas. CAZ is most appropriate when the analysis features primarily
represent themselves. Zonation also supports common target-based planning ap-
proaches (Moilanen, 2007).

2.2. The analysis framework

Fig. 1 summarizes the stages of a typical spatial conservation prioritization
project using Zonation. Many of the stages are not Zonation-specific, and other
analytical tools could be introduced into the processwith small structural changes in
analysis flow. It is worth noting that conservation prioritization is only one part of an
operational model for conservation planning (Knight et al., 2006), and to deliver
successful conservation action, effective conservation implementation and man-
agement strategies are also needed.

The first step is setting conservation objectives and assessing whether the
particular objectives require spatial conservation prioritization. Questions that can
be addressed with Zonation are summarized in Section 2.7 (Interpretation of re-
sults). The second stage is preparation of an ecologically based model of conserva-
tion value (Section 2.3) that must be informative for the objectives of the overall
study. Often, the preparation of the ecological model requires the setting of weights
and connectivity responses for biodiversity features (Section 2.4). Ideally, the
ecological model would be developed based primarily on ecological data describing
the distribution and state of biodiversity coupled with a good understanding of
species’ autoecology and anthropogenic factors such as conservation preferences.
However, in reality themodel must rely on data that is available, and the preparation
of the ecological model goes hand in hand with the preparation of data. Section 2.5
summarizes factors relevant for data pre-processing.

After the objectives of the prioritization have been defined, and the ecological
model and corresponding data prepared, it is possible to initiate spatial analysis. To
understand how different analysis options influence results, it is important to
develop the analysis in stages of increasing complexity (Section 2.6). At a more
practical level, awareness of analysis options feeds back into formulation of the
ecological model and into data processingdit is useless to plan for an analysis that
cannot be executed. The thirdmajor stage is verification and interpretation of results
(Section 2.7). To conclude, we discuss factors that may influence the full planning
and analysis process, advantages and disadvantages perceived by stakeholders
(Section 2.8), and resources needed by the different process stages (Section 2.9).

Spatial priority maps generated using a tool such as Zonationwould typically be
only one component influencing conservation resource allocation and action, and
inputs from experts and stakeholders would influence the ultimate decisions
(Knight et al., 2006; Ferrier and Wintle, 2009). Conservation action is frequently
implemented iteratively and incrementally over many years, instead of all at the



Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the stages of a spatial conservation prioritization process. All stages of process happen in the broader context of conservation decision-making.
Stages marked by dashed line are consistent with what Knight et al. (2006) describe as systematic conservation assessment. The inset shows the two main outputs of a Zonation
analysis: the priority rank map and the performance curves (see text for explanation). Stakeholder input and interaction is crucial at several stages, here indicated by an asterisk (*).
Interpretation is an important part of delivering the results of conservation prioritization. For different benefits, disadvantages, and threats listed from the perspective of different
stakeholders, see online Appendix, Table A1. Interpretation of the results also serves as an interface to later phases of conservation planning, including implementation and
management.
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same time (Knight et al., 2006). When this is the case, observations frommonitoring
and any new information can feed back into objective setting and data preparation
for successive iterations of analysis and action.

The successful execution of each of the stages given in Fig. 1 depends on factors
such as availability of data andwhether results of a prioritization analysis are relevant
for the planning case at hand. Table 1 outlines best-case andworst-case scenarios for
the various stages of the whole spatial conservation prioritization process. Best and
worst case scenarios bound extremes that rarely occur in real-life. Table 1 also in-
cludes information for a likely real-world scenario about difficulties encountered
during a prioritization project. If several analysis components initially fall into the
worst-case category, the whole prioritization may turn out infeasible in practice.

2.3. The ecological model

Conceptually, an ecologically based model of conservation value forms the
foundation of spatial conservation prioritization. With the ecological model we refer
to the entire set of data, weights or targets set to the feature data layers, and analysis
options (e.g. connectivity) that are used to build an analysis that produces output
relevant for the planning case at hand. Thus the ecological model encompasses both
themodel that is used to produce the input data layers as well as analysis details. The
complexity of the model depends on the availability of data and the overall objec-
tives set in the first stage. The model can be relatively simple if, for example, the
objective is to increase the population size of a focal species. Alternatively, an
objective that involves satisfying species-level representation targets for a given set
of species or aiming for a balanced representation across all habitat types that occur
in the planning region while accounting for habitat condition and pair-wise simi-
larity between habitats will require a more complex ecological model. It is worth
mentioning that in most common cases of spatial conservation prioritization with
Zonation, the ecological model implicitly assumes a static landscape (although it is
possible to mimic temporal dynamics as described in context of climate change in
Section 2.7).

Ideally, the ecological model would be based on distributions and expected
persistence of all species occurring in the region. In reality such data is never
available, and the conceptual formulation of the ecological model is constrained by
the availability of data. Frequently some serviceable (spatial) data, such as observed
or modelled species distributions, already exist. The question then becomes how to
best utilize this information in an analysis. Here, surrogacy relationships between
feature groups can be relevant, especially if available data is taxonomically biased
(Kremen et al., 2008).

Overall, development of the ecological model can be an iterative process in
which data is investigated and either rejected or incorporated into the analysis
procedure, or further information is collected to fill particular gaps. The ecological
model could include a range of different components describing biodiversity fea-
tures, such as species, habitats, environments, various ecosystem services, carbon
sequestration, ecosystem processes, genes, etc. These features are entered as indi-
vidual entities into an analysis. Features can be given differential weights and
possibly connectivity responses (Section 2.4); the development of features across
time could also be accounted for (Thomson et al., 2009; Carroll et al., 2010).
Frequently, one would also include additional ecologically relevant considerations
such as connectivity (Section 2.4), habitat condition (Leathwick et al., 2010;
Moilanen et al., 2011b), uncertainty of inputs (Moilanen et al., 2006), the effects of
conservation actions (Moilanen et al., 2011a), or the ecological similarities between
nominally different habitat types (Lehtomäki et al., 2009).

In addition to ecological factors, one could also be concerned about costs, needs
of alternative land uses, and priorities that vary between administrative regions
(Moilanen and Arponen, 2011; Moilanen et al., 2011a). A basic Zonation analysis is
done using grid cells as selection units, but, if relevant, analysis could also be based
on planning units defined via land ownership or hydrological catchment division
(Moilanen et al., 2008; Leathwick et al., 2010). The analysis structure, features,
weights of features, and additional considerations should be developed by the joint
effort of a team of experts with relevant knowledge of ecology, available data, and
socio-political constraints. At this stage, understanding of the analysis features
available in Zonation is also highly useful. The latest Zonation V3.1 manual
(Moilanen et al., 2012) is a useful source of information about available Zonation
features and how to implement different types of analyses.

2.4. Weights and connectivity settings

Priority weights assigned to features influence the balance between features in
the prioritization solution. In Zonation, weights for features always need to be



Table 1
Best-case, worst-case, and typical scenarios for each section of the diagram of Fig. 1. The typical case describes what usually should be expected given real-world constraints.
“Individual data sets” and “data as whole” correspond to the “pre-processing of data” stage in Fig. 1.

Component Best-case Typical case Worst-case

Objectives Clear, quantitative, and measurable. Defined, but for different purposes. Only partly
quantitative and measurable.

Unspecific and poorly measurable.

Preparation of the
ecological model

Ecology well understood,
representative data.

Ecological background partly understood, some data is
available.

Source of conservation value poorly
understood.

Individual data sets
Representativeness Corresponds to the requirements

of the ecological model.
Ecological model will have to be adjusted to
accommodate the data.

Lack of correspondence with the
ecological model.

Availability Freely and immediately. Available, but not immediately. Expensive and/or unavailable.
Format In correct electronic format. In various electronic formats, will require verification

and harmonization.
Unordered pile of paper.

Accuracy Accurate, precise, and unbiased. Accuracy, precision, and bias will vary within and
among data sets.

Inaccurate, imprecise, and strongly
biased.

Data as a whole Relevant and fully adequate for the
purpose.

Relevant, but partly inadequate for the most
relevant analysis. Deficiencies must be accounted for in
interpretation of results.

Garbage in, garbage out.

Spatial prioritization Human and computational resources
adequate.

Some human resources available, but will require
collaboration. Some computational resources available,
but may restrict analysis capability.

Competent analysts unavailable. Lack
of computing resources reduces quality
of analysis possible.

Post-processing No technical problems: quickly
completed.

Time consuming and slow the first time, but faster the
next time done.

Lack of understanding of options: delays
due to technical difficulties.

Verification No technical problems. Mostly good and technically correct results, but part of
analyses will have to be redone.

Analysis failed due to data or analysis
setup: needs to be redone, possibly
multiple times.

Recommen-dations Corresponds to objectives. Corresponds to most objectives. Poorly reflect objectives.
On-the-ground

verification
Confirms the conservation relevance. Not done. Expected conservation value not found.

Monitoring Resources available, confirms
conservation success.

Insufficient resources available and usually done for
other purposes.

Resources unavailable and/or
recommendations proven inadequate.
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decided. The simplest starting point is to treat everything as equal and give all
features the same weight (wj ¼ 1.0). However, there are good reasons to assign
features variable weights; for example, one might wish to assign endemic species
elevated priorities.

We next summarize a two-stage process for assigning weights. We assume a
common case where input data can be divided into different groups, such as layers
for birds, insects, habitat types, alternative land uses, connectivity layers corre-
sponding to habitats, etc. Weights are first allocated as relative measures within
each group, and in the second stageweights are balanced between groups. Note that
a small range size is not a reason for assigning an elevated weight since the ag-
gregation of conservation value inside Zonation applies successive range-size
normalization for all features (Moilanen et al., 2005; Moilanen et al., 2011a),
implying that features with a small range receive elevated priority already.

Factors that can influence priority weights include anything that could influence
target-setting in systematic conservation planning (Carwardine et al., 2009), and it
should be noted that weight-setting is not an exact science as subjective valuation is
involved. While weight-setting can be made arbitrarily complex, it should be noted
that the construction of the Zonation algorithm is such that a sensible and efficient
balance between features is obtained even with the use of default weights (wj ¼ 1).
An important factor in achieving such an outcome is the range-size renormalization,
which adds emphasis in narrow range features. Also, the construction of the algo-
rithm allows it to take advantage of the nested structure of feature distributions,
emphasizing locations with feature high richness and/or rarity.

Nevertheless, some differences in feature weights are often warranted. Factors
that best fit the multiplicative component include those that influence the broad
relevance of the feature for conservation planning. These include at least the
broader-scale priority status of the species/habitat (red list status), or endemicity of
a species, which set the priority of the feature in a broader context. The species
richness of a habitat type can be treated as multiplicative, as all else being equal,
doubling of species count should double the relevance and thus weight of a habitat.
The quality of data or statistical model should also be included as a multiplicative
factor, as the quality information overrides the utility of the information irrespective
of any other factors included in weight calculation. The connectivity multiplier,
explained below, is a multiplicative factor for layers representing connectivity
transformed data. It sets the balancing of local habitat suitability or quality versus
connectivity. Past distributional loss experienced by a feature could also be
accounted for via multiplicative weighting, where the weight is 1/(fraction of dis-
tribution lost).

Any weight component that is not obviously multiplicative is a candidate for the
additive component. These could include factors such as the economic value of a
species or a habitat, the taxonomic distinctiveness of a species, and the weight fav-
oured for the feature by multiple stakeholders. Additive factors usually correspond to
different aspects of the feature itself, whereas the multiplicative factors discussed
above mostly are higher-level considerations or relevant external factors. Note that if
several weighting factors are simply treated as multiplicative (and thus implicitly
independent from each other), very high differences in effective weight may arise
between features. While these broad descriptions can be taken as a starting point for
weight calculation, the exact form of weight calculation is influenced by the planning
need, case-specific considerations, and subjective preferences of planners and
stakeholders. Thus, the suggestions above should not be taken as rules.

Specifically, let feature j belong to group b, and let Mij and Aij be multiplicative
and additive weighting factors corresponding to feature j, and let NM and NA be the
numbers of multiplicative and additive weighting factors, respectively. The initial
relative weight of feature j becomes:

rbj ¼
YNM

i¼1

Mij

XNA

i¼ 1

Aij (1)

At this stage weights have been allocated to all features, but there may be a
second stage in which weights are balanced between feature groups, assuming
several exist. For example, consider a data set consisting of categorical distribution
data for 30 habitat types and distribution data for 100 birds and 200 insect species.
Assuming that all weights are equal (wj ¼ 1.0 for all), data groups would have
aggregate weights of 30 for habitats, 100 for birds, and 200 for insects, leading to
insects having the greatest influence on analysis outcomes. A more flexible way to
set up the weighting is to assign relative weights to each group. One could consider
the habitat type group as the most fundamental and assign this group an aggregate
weight of 30. Birds could be the second most important, but less so than habitats,
and thus one could assign birds an aggregate weight of 20. Data for insects could be
viewed as somewhat supplementary and perhaps unreliable, and one could give
them an aggregate weight of 10, thereby implying that the weight of one insect
should in fact be 1/20 of that of one habitat typeda major departure from having
everything equal. Next, theweights of individual layers are rescaled so that they sum
up to the aggregate weights assigned to groups. More formally, let us assume that
group b has Nb features, each with an unscaled relative weight of rjb (Eqn (1)) and
that we wish the block to have an aggregate weight of Wb. Now the final feature-
specific weights wj

b are obtained by setting:

Wb
j ¼

rbj Wb
PNb

i¼1r
b
j

(2)

A spatial analysis using Zonation means accounting for different responses the
analysis features may have on given spatial scales. The most common responses to
be considered are connectivity and fragmentation: selection units (grid cells, plan-
ning units) have a particular location in space and in the analysis the attributes of a
selection unit are influenced by attributes of the surrounding selection units at
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specified scales. Specification of connectivity and/or fragmentation responses is
another task that is almost always encountered when Zonation analyses are set up.
Without these, Zonation analyses are only implicitly spatial: selection units have a
location in the spatial domain, but the ranking of a selection unit is only influenced
by what is actually present at that particular location.

In Zonation analyses it is a common strategy to enter distributions of species or
habitats into the analysis as layers representing local habitat quality. Then, to account
for connectivity, the local habitat quality layers can be entered into the same analysis
a second timewith connectivity transformations applied to them (note that Zonation
does not do this automatically and it is up to the user to adjust the input files
accordingly). The analysis now includes both local habitat quality and feature-specific
connectivity, two fundamental components of spatial ecology. These components
usually share the sameoverallweighting scheme, but amultiplier canbe used to scale
the relative priority given to connectivity layers as compared to local habitat quality.
Commonly, this connectivitymultiplierwould get a value of 0.5, reflecting aview that
habitat quality is more fundamental than connectivity, as without habitat quality
there is no connectivity. Note that the connectivity multiplier is independent from
the actual method used to perform the connectivity transformations (Table 2). The
overall weighting scheme has to be developed case by case to correspond to the
particulars of the planningneed and objectives. However, inmost typical cases, only a
couple of factors would be considered in the weight setting. Here, multiple poten-
tially relevant factors have been listed for completeness; we do not imply that
weight-setting should be as complicated as described above.

Table 2 summarizes methods for incorporating connectivity or accounting for
species’ sensitivity to fragmentation presently available in Zonation. Except for the
BQP and NQP, these methods can in principle be combined in the same analysis, but
this will complicate interpretation of the analysis outcome. Note that an analysis
option called “edge removal” is enabled by default in Zonation; this will add a
“spatial” component to the analysis even without any explicit connectivity options
used. As the name suggests, with this option Zonation removes cells only from the
edges of the remaining analysis area, thereby speeding up the cell removal process.
This effect is minor, but it will introduce some spatial patterns into the priority rank
maps. Note also, that a given biodiversity feature may have connectivity responses
on multiple spatial scales, which can be accounted for by entering different con-
nectivity components into the analysis. For example, Rayfield et al. (2009) had
different connectivity scales for home-range scale habitat use and for juvenile
dispersal of the American marten.

2.5. Pre-processing of data

Data pre-processing can easily be the most resource-hungry phase of a con-
servation prioritization project (Table 3), except for the on-the-ground
Table 2
Summary of connectivity methods available in Zonation version 3. Speed is as compare
particulars of the data.

Method Speed Feature-specific Properties

Planning units Faster, depending
on planning unit size

No e affects all
features

Not an actual co
of rank prioritie
from planning u

Edge removal 10� faster No e structural Restricts remova
structural conne

Boundary Length
Penalty e BLP

Often 2� faster No e structural Boundary Lengt
shapes. Speeds c
of remaining are

Distribution
smoothing

w2� slower Yes Converts a habit
map, assuming a
Moilanen et al.,
computations pr
connectivity tran

Boundary quality
penalty, BQP

10e1000� slower Yes Feature-specific
and Wintle, 200
significantly bec
neighborhood.

Neighbour-hood
quality penalty,
NQP

w1e10� slower Yes Generalization o
connectivity bot
because water c
large and slow i

Connectivity
interaction

1e3� slower Yes, pair-wise
between 2 features

Either a positive
(Rayfield et al., 2
interactions, or p
interactions can
reduction depen

Matrix connectivity 2e3� slower Yes, between many
features

Connectivity me
partially similar
to varying degre
analysis thus slo
implementation phase (Gibbons et al., 2011). Fig. 2 summarizes stages of data pre-
processing. If the data have already been collated, pre-processed, validated, and
converted into a suitable format, then the spatial prioritization analysis can
commence very rapidly. This, however, is rarely the case, and extensive pre-
processing is frequently required. Data pre-processing starts with the acquisition
of the relevant primary data (stage 1, Fig. 2). While data can originate from direct
observations, the generally poor availability of extensive and systematic observa-
tional data often makes it necessary to rely on surrogate data sets (Elith and
Leathwick, 2009). Distributions of habitats may be derived from remotely sensed
data. Remotely sensed environmental variables, such as temperature and rainfall,
can be used as such or as explanatory variables in species distribution modelling
(SDM) to relate species distributional data to a set of geographic and/or environ-
mental predictors (Elith and Leathwick, 2009).

Regardless of the source of the data, it needs to be stored in an orderly fashion to
facilitate maintenance and access to it (stage 2, Fig. 2). Data are normally held in a
database which frequently is just a collection of plain files organized into folders.
The database does not have to be a local one, as high-quality data sets are
increasingly becoming available online (Jetz et al., 2012).

Next, the desired subset of the data is selected and extracted from the whole
database. This subset enters the actual pre-processing stage (stage 3, Fig. 2), which
may include a large variety of geospatial processing steps. Up until this stage the
data can be in either vector or raster format, but Zonation requires that all input data
are formatted as raster grids. A typical pre-processing task is therefore conversion
fromvector to raster format. All the raster maps need to have the same spatial extent
and resolution (i.e. all the raster maps are perfectly aligned) which needs to be taken
into account while doing the conversion.

When converting from vector to raster format, it is better to use as fine a res-
olution as relevant for the prioritization problem at hand and permitted by raw data
because prioritization results are sensitive to the resolution useddlow resolution
degrades the utility of the analysis (Arponen et al., 2012). Due to computational
limitations, high-resolution raster maps often need to be aggregated to a lower
resolution, which may not be a trivial task. When aggregating cells into a lower
resolution, special attention needs to be paid to which function is used to assign the
value to the lower resolution aggregate cell. Zonation can operate with various types
of input features and the selection of the functionmay depend on the exact nature of
the data being aggregated. According to our experience, for the most common data
types (probability of occurrence, coverage of habitat type) summing the higher
resolution cells that will comprise the lower resolution cell is appropriate. For binary
presence-absence data (either species or habitats) summing the number of higher
resolution cells equals to the number of occurrences within the aggregate cell. While
aggregation loses the exact spatial location information of the high-resolution cells,
information about the quality of the high-resolution cells is retained within the
d to a run that does not apply connectivity; speed differences will depend on the

nnectivity method, but employing planning units will introduce aggregation
s (Moilanen et al., 2008; Leathwick et al., 2010). The speedups resulting
nits will depend on the size of the planning units.
l of cells during ranking to the edge of remaining areas, thus promoting
ctivity and speeding up computations significantly (Moilanen et al., 2005).
h Penalty; penalizes edge length to area ratio resulting on more compact
omputations in combination with edge removal due to reduced edge length
a (Moilanen and Wintle, 2007).
at (suitability) map into a corresponding metapopulation-type connectivity
radially symmetric negative-exponential dispersal kernel (Moilanen, 2005;

2005). Implemented during data input and pre-processing, and slows
imarily due to the duplications of analysis features (habitat distributions &
sformed maps).
response to habitat loss in a specific neighbourhood around focal cell (Moilanen
7), or, e.g. how sensitive species are to fragmentation. Slows down computations
ause a change to a focal cell influences not only the cell itself but also its

f the BQP technique to a riverine system, where features have directed
h upriver and downriver (Moilanen et al., 2008). Not as slow as the BQP
atchments are used as planning units. Relatively fast if planning units are
f planning units are small.
or negative connectivity interaction between a pair of distribution maps
009), including positive consumer-resource, predator-prey, presentefuture
roximity to the existing reserve network (Lehtomäki et al., 2009). Negative
model (radially symmetric) spread of pollution or invasive species. The speed
ds on count of interactions used.
thod primarily intended to model connectivity when there are multiple
environment types (such as forest types) that help each other’s connectivity
es (Lehtomäki et al., 2009). Typically doubles the number of features in
wing down computations.



Table 3
Typical amounts of human resources and time demanded by different stages of the
spatial conservation prioritization process. Human resources are given as high (>10
people), medium (3e10 people), and low (1e2 people). Uncertainty indicates the
relative degree of potential for time-consuming surprises. One main point here is
that if data is not ready, data acquisition and preparation will likely dominate the
time budget.

Stage Time (approximate % of
the total)

Human
resources

Uncertainty

Data “ready” Data not
ready

Preparation of the
ecological model

30% <15% H M

Acquisition and
preparation of data

15% 80% L/H M/H

Analysis with Zonation 20% 10% L L
Interpretation of results 15% <5% M L
Communication 20% w5% L M
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lower resolution aggregate cell. As an exception, if one wishes to retain information
about species richness indices or other similar aggregate quantities, then selecting
the maximum of such quantities within the aggregate cell may be a good option.
Usually however, it is desirable to work on original species distribution information
rather than on aggregate data layers.
Fig. 2. Typical stages of data preparation for spatial conservation prioritization: (1)
data acquisition, (2) storage and management, (3) pre-processing, and (4) final analysis
features. Stages may need to be repeated when a validation step fails, or at different
time intervals when data, data processing specifications, or objectives change. Inde-
pendent validation steps are needed to ensure data quality. Metadata collection is an
essential part of good data management policy. Note that the process is not necessarily
as linear as one or several of the stages can be omitted for example if the data is ac-
quired by someone else and stored in an online database.
One should also consider the treatment of missing data: a low resolution cell
should only become missing data if all its component cells are missing data. Note
that the use of sum instead of mean of high-resolution cell values is relevant in
particular when the number of high-resolution cells with data within the aggregate
cell varies, as commonly is the case. If there are no high-resolution cells withmissing
data, then taking the sum and mean produce an equivalent outcome from the
perspective of Zonation.

Good data management and documentation are essential to promote trans-
parency and repeatability in spatial conservation prioritization. Different parts of
data collection and analysis may be carried out by different participants (re-
searchers, organizations, private companies), which underlines the importance of
producing and maintaining coherent metadata. At a minimum, data should be
validated and the necessary metadata descriptions should be recorded at the
interface between two stages (Fig. 2).

2.6. The concept of balance and staged development of analysis

Computational analysis with Zonation has been extensively described else-
where (Moilanen et al., 2005, 2009b; Moilanen and Arponen, 2011; see also Section
2.3). Here we present a different interpretation concentrated around the concept of
balance. Trade-offs cannot be avoided in conservation. The most basic trade-off is
between focal species (or other biodiversity features): in the world of limited
budgets, using more money on one species implies less money for others. Protecting
a lot of one environment implies that less of another can be protected. The balance
between species can be influenced by targets or priority weights set to them.
However, there are several other balances thatmay need to be attended to, including
(i) the balance between features; (ii) the balance between habitat area, habitat
quality, and connectivity for each feature (Hodgson et al., 2011); (iii) the balance
between currently present features and their projected occurrences in the future;
(iv) the balance between conservation benefits and costs; (v) the balance between
conservation and alternative land uses; (vi) the balance between different admin-
istrative regions; and (vii) the balance of costs incurred by different stakeholders.
Balancing between all these different factors is not a trivial task and complicates the
development of a sensible analysis setup, but the default settings and the working
principles of Zonation have been designed to deal with trade-offs in an a-priori
sensible manner.

As a practical matter in the development of complex prioritization analyses, we
emphasize that it is helpful to develop these analyses step by step. The simplest
starting point is an analysis that only includes distributions of features with
everything weighted equally and no connectivity effects in use. Next, one can
stepwise bring in feature weights, competing land uses or costs, simple connectivity
considerations, uncertainty of feature distributions, more complicated connectivity
considerations, and so on. The order might vary depending on the particulars of the
analysis. There are at least two reasons why these analyses should be developed in
stages. First, comparison between successive analysis stages allows one to verify that
the change in outcome is sensible. In our experience, unusual changes in results may
indicate errors in data preparation (modelling, GIS processing, etc.). Erroneous in-
puts are less easy to detect when multiple new analysis components are introduced
simultaneously, obscuring the individual effect of each component. Second, a
comparison between successive analysis stages can be highly informative in itself.
Consider, for example, an analysis with and without connectivity. Areas that rise in
priority after connectivity is brought in are areas of less than ideal local habitat
quality but which are needed for the connectivity of the reserve network.

2.7. Interpretation of results

In this section we summarize how the Zonation output can be utilized for
different analytical and practical purposes and provide published examples for each
case. In the following discussion we assume that the landscape is ranked evenly so
that all planning units (cells) fall in the priority interval [0 ¼ lowest, 1 ¼ highest]. In
other words, each cell has a priority value between 0 and 1. From here on we will
simply refer to these priority ranks as priorities. As related information, part (V) of
the Zonation user manual includes w25 recipes and sample setups for common
planning problems of varying complexity (Moilanen et al., 2012).

(i) Identification of the best areas for conservation (Kremen et al., 2008; Bekessy
et al., 2012; Taberlet et al., 2012). Assume we are interested in allocating a
fraction x of the landscape for conservation. Areas with priorities in the in-
terval [1-x, 1] indicate the top areas for conservation. The value of x depends
greatly on the data, analysis setup, and objectives, but typically varies be-
tween 0.02 and 0.2. These areas contain a balanced representation of all
features (habitat type and/or species distributions) included in the analysis.
Further processing using GIS software can reveal, for example, where the
highest-priorities of a particular feature are located. This can be achieved by
overlaying the priority rank map with a distribution map of the feature of
interest. Landscape identification analysis can be used for identification of
management landscapes that are spatially connected and have similar
biodiversity in separate patches (Moilanen et al., 2005, 2012).



Fig. 3. Different benefits, disadvantages, and threats (on the left) arising from a con-
servation prioritization process can be perceived differently depending on the
perspective of the stakeholder (on the right). Understanding concerns of different
stakeholders may help formulate recommendations that successfully feed into con-
servation implementation. See online Appendix Table A1 for further details.
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(ii) Identification of ecologically less important areas for alternative land uses
(Moilanen et al., 2011a). Assume we are interested in allocating activities that
can have adverse effects on the environment away from the ecologically most
valuable areas (Moilanen, 2012). For this purpose, it is possible to investigate
areas of the lowest conservation priority, identified by priorities [0, b], where b
is the lowest fraction of interest. Standard Zonation outputs and the perfor-
mance curves give a measure of what fraction of the features’ distributions is
included in this lowest-priority fraction of the landscape. Note that an
apparently low-priority area might nevertheless be ecologically important
due to factors for which data was not available. In other words, quality and
breadth of data are important when trying to identify areas for alternative
land uses, which of course applies also to defining areas for conservation.

(iii) Planning of the expansions of reserve networks (Proctor et al., 2011). This
analysis must be done using a hierarchical structure of prioritization, which is
specified using a mask that identifies the locations of existing reserves. These
areas are then held back and assigned ranks after all non-protected areas have
been ranked (Kremen et al., 2008; Lehtomäki et al., 2009). This way it is
guaranteed that the highest priorities are located in the present conservation
areas. Assuming present conservation areas cover fraction c of the landscape,
and that an expansion of size e is sought, the areas of interest correspond to
priority ranks in interval [1-c-e, 1-c].

(iv) Evaluation of existing or proposed reserve areas is done using the replacement
cost technique (Cabeza and Moilanen, 2006; Moilanen et al., 2009a) in which
two different solutions are compared. The first solution is called the ideal
unconstrained (Zonation) solution, which is obtained by performing the
standard analysis process. The second solution is calculated with a hierarchy
enforced (as in analysis iii, above) in which the highest priorities are con-
strained into existing or proposed conservation areas that should be evaluated
(e.g. Leathwick et al., 2008). Comparison between the performance curves of
the ideal and constrained solution reveals howmuch is lost in terms of feature
occurrences due to the constraints.

(v) Target based planning, (Margules and Sarkar, 2007; Carwardine et al., 2009)
which is widely implemented in other SCP software, can also be implemented
in Zonation (Carvalho et al., 2010). While target-based planning is not the
primary analysis mode in spatial conservation prioritization, it is possible to
apply the analysis so that the targets are met with a minimally small (or
minimum cost) fraction of the landscape (Moilanen, 2007). From this result, a
threshold x is identified so that the top fraction [1-x, 1] just barely satisfies
targets for all features.

(vi) Replacement cost analysis. Item (iv), above, is a special case of replacement cost
calculations. In amore general form, we are interested in the contrast between
an ideal free solution and another solution that has some constraints, such as
existing conservation areas (Leathwick et al., 2008; Moilanen, 2012). One can
ask, for example, “How much conservation value is lost due to constraints on
cost or land availability?”

(vii) Targeting of incentive funding for conservation.Here thequestion is about how to
allocate funding across different locations. The question could also be about
which offers to accept in a reverse auction (Wilson et al., 2009). In addition to
the priority rankmap, theweighted range-size normalized richness score (also
output by Zonation), can be utilized for this purpose. Thismeasure specifies the
weighted fraction of species distributions represented in the particular plan-
ning unit. This fraction, sj, is an absolute measure of the conservation value of
area j, and it can be directly used to scale incentive funding. Areas could for
example be ranked by the sj/cj ratio, where cj is the price offer for the area.

(viii) Targeting of habitat maintenance of restoration (Thomson et al., 2009;Moilanen
et al., 2011b; Sirkiä et al., 2012; Mikkonen and Moilanen, 2013). This includes
several topics that can be indirectly handled via relatively complicated anal-
ysis setups. One way forward is to first produce sensible scenarios about
which maintenance/restoration actions would be sensible in what places. Not
all actions make sense in all habitats; some protected areas would be in
acceptable condition already and thus would not require any action while
some areas would be unavailable for conservation, for example due to land-
ownership. Second, the biodiversity features can be modified before entering
them into the analysis to reflect how different maintenance or restoration
measures would affect them if carried out; this is called retention analysis in
Zonation (Moilanen et al., 2011b, 2012). Prioritization can then indicate where
maintenance/restoration would provide the greatest benefits, allowing for
present distribution, connectivity, costs, and other such factors (Thomson
et al., 2009; Moilanen et al., 2011b).

(ix) Analysis in the context of climate change (Summers et al., 2012). In one analysis
of this type, layers representing distributions of features both now (observed
or modelled) and in the future (modelled based on climate scenarios) are
entered into the analysis. The present distributions are linked to future dis-
tributions via connectivity transforms between distributions (Carroll et al.,
2010). Weights can be decreased for the future and for the connectivity
layers to reflect higher relative uncertainty for the future and/or connectivity
(Kujala et al., 2013).

(x) Impact avoidance and offsetting. Impact avoidance is the first step in a miti-
gation hierarchy aiming at reducing the negative environmental impacts of
economic development. Biodiversity offsetting is compensation for unavoid-
able damage caused by development. Offsetting can be done using Zonation;
the damaged areas are “masked out” in a hierarchical analysis and compen-
sation is sought by simultaneous optimal reserve network expansion
(Moilanen, 2012). This analysis should utilize the retention feature of Zonation
(Moilanen et al., 2011b; Moilanen, 2012) to ensure that actions taken really
produce compensating benefits.

2.8. Benefits, disadvantages, and threats

Stakeholder involvement can be crucial in several stages of the prioritization
process. Fig. 3 summarizes benefits, disadvantages, and threats implied by the use of
spatial prioritization, as seen from the perspectives of different stakeholders: con-
servation scientists, environmental administration, conservation NGOs, businesses
and their lobbying groups, and private citizens. Which advantages or concerns are
relevant would depend on the stakeholder, specific objectives of analysis, available
data, and regional and/or national considerations such as environmental legislation
and governance. In other words, the concerns of stakeholders would differ between
real-world planning cases. Individual locally relevant factors might exist that are not
included in Fig. 1. The online Appendix includes a more extensive table summarizing
potential concerns of stakeholders (Table A1).

It is important to define who the decision-makers are and who the stakeholders
are. Frequently, decision-makers would be working in the government adminis-
tration responsible for the allocation of the public conservation resources. Stake-
holders would frequently be groups who have a vested interest in the decision
outcome, but no real mandate for making the decisions. Stakeholder involvement is
present in several stages in the process proposed in Fig. 1. Stakeholder input is
needed to build a competent and informative Zonation analysis, while at the same
time stakeholders learn about the fundamentals of ecology, conservation biology,
and conservation resource allocation. This is a great benefit in its own right, and also
provides semi-mandatory background information for later stages in which the
results are interpreted and translated back into recommendations for action. Equally
important is to consider who the end-users of the analyses are and how recom-
mendations for conservation implementation are generated. Final recommenda-
tions for conservation action fall outside the spatial conservation prioritization
process described here and are part of the broader conservation decision-making
context (Fig. 1). Information provided by the prioritization is conveyed to
decision-makers or practitioners who then make use of it in decisions concerning
resource allocation.
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2.9. Resources required & risks of failure

Resourcing is a topic that is immediately encountered when doing conservation
prioritization for a real-world application. Table 3 summarizes the relative resources
needed in different parts of the planning process. Factors to consider include time,
money, availability of computational facilities, and availability of personnel that are
competent in different phases of planning. Other relevant factors concern data,
model development, and quantitative analysis. Unless data is available in the correct
format, experience has shown that most of the time will most likely go for the
collection and formatting of data. Pre-processing of data may also need specialist
skills in GIS or species distributionmodelling. Development of the ecologically based
model of conservation value may benefit from the participation of several experts
across different stakeholders, and consequently personnel demands are compara-
tively high for this stage. The computational spatial prioritization analysis is itself
typically relatively straightforward and fast, assuming the availability of personnel
who have prior experience in the design of analysis setups and in the technical
aspects of operating the software.

3. Discussion

The framework summarized here does have limitations and
potential pitfalls that are typical for any sort of conservation plan-
ning. If data availability or quality turns out poorer than expected,
the utility of the analysis may be compromised. If data is taxo-
nomically limited to start with, the analysis will naturally be
informative to other groups only via (commonly unreliable) sur-
rogacy relationships. The time and effort going into data collation
and formatting may easily be underestimated, possibly leading to
failure to satisfy the (unrealistic) expectations of stakeholders. One
limitation of Zonation is that it is based on analysis of static
biodiversity patterns, and the analysis process does not involve any
dynamic process-based model of biodiversity. Dynamic features
can be only partially accounted for by entering data for many time
steps (Carroll et al., 2010). While more complex and realistic
analysis frameworks may be desirable conceptually (Langford et al.,
2011), in reality application of complex methodologies is generally
compromised by lack of adequate data and expertise for imple-
mentation (Stoms et al., 2011).

Despite these limitations, the framework discussed here has
been successfully used in operational conservation decision mak-
ing, as have other related approaches that apply target-based
planning on static biodiversity pattern data, such as the Marxan
software (Possingham et al., 2000). Operational use is feasible
when the data base is broad enough and of sufficient quality to be
reliably informative for the planning problem at hand. Even if
conservation prioritization analysis is not directly used for land-use
planning, it could nevertheless assist, for example, in the targeting
of survey effort, in the verification of the quality of focal areas, or in
the specification of additional data needs. Combining quantitative
analysis with further input from knowledgeable local experts
makes sense because local experts will be aware of factors that have
not been available in quantitative form for analysis and in this
respect, Zonation should be regarded as a decision support rather
than a decision making tool. In fact, many of the strengths attrib-
uted to multi-criteria analysis (MCA) branch of decision-support
tools also apply for using Zonation. For example, stakeholders
(including the experts) can learn how inputs and analysis options
affect the outcome of the analysis, and recording the various stages
of the process provide and explicit documentation on how a
particular outcome was reached (Zerger et al., 2011). Especially the
latter should be mandatory for any decision-support information. A
further important role for experts is the verification of the quality of
results and subsequent monitoring of conservation success, both of
which are major components of the operational model of system-
atic conservation planning (Margules and Pressey, 2000; Margules
and Sarkar, 2007).

Comparison of the present framework to target-based planning,
the most commonly used analysis of SCP, is a topic that cannot be
avoided. While in-depth comparison is beyond the scope of this
discussion, we highlight several factors requiring consideration
when comparing alternative analysis frameworks. In practice, the
comparison is between software packages that must be used for
doing the relevant analyses. A software package always imple-
ments solutions for some classes of planning problems. Software
packages will differ, for example, in (i) the analyses they are pres-
ently capable of; (ii) the extent to which they are under active
development and the analyses they will potentially be capable of in
the future; (iii) the size of computational tasks that can be
accommodated by the software; (iv) the detail and credibility of the
scientific documentation of the approach; (v) public availability of
software, documentation, and support; (vi) ease of operation; and
(vii) the availability of worked or published examples of their use.

There are major differences between Zonation and other
commonly used SCP frameworks including Marxan (Possingham
et al., 2000), Marxan with zones (Watts et al., 2009), ConsNet
(Ciarleglio et al., 2009) and C-plan (Pressey et al., 2009). C-plan is an
interactive planning platform and as such differs markedly from
these other approaches that all apply optimization. Zonation differs
fromMarxan, Marxanwith zones, and ConsNet in that it produces a
priority ranking through the landscape instead of a target-based
solution. Zonation applies deterministic computation on large
grids (which links well to statistical habitat modelling), while
Marxan, Marxan with zones, and ConsNet apply stochastic opti-
mization on a polygon-based description of the landscape
(different solutions from stochastic optimization are frequently
used to provide flexibility into planning). Marxan with zones is
intended for allocation of alternative conservation actions, while
Marxan, ConsNet, and Zonation primarily operate on binary plan-
ning problems. Furthermore, options for dealing with connectivity,
uncertainty, environment types and ecological communities,
administrative division of the landscape, etc., differ greatly be-
tween these software packages.

When assessing whether spatial prioritization using Zonation
would be useful, we believe the following points merit consider-
ation: (i) the spatial prioritization approach described here is most
useful when using many biodiversity features to determine priority
areas of the landscape without having well-justified individual
targets available for each feature. Also, in particular the ABF version
of Zonation analyses can be expected to produce higher return on
conservation investment that target-based planning. Target-based
planning may lose aggregate efficiency due to the nestedness of
species distributions being ignored in target setting, leading to
disproportional investment in features that occur in relatively
species-poor and expensive areas (Di Minin and Moilanen, 2012;
Laitila and Moilanen, 2012), (ii) Zonation has a high variety of
analysis features, including many connectivity methods, and (iii)
Zonation is applicable on very large grids and is thus suited for
large-scale high-resolution analysis. In summary, despite similar-
ities in the broad aimdassisting with spatial conservation decision
makingdthere are major conceptual and practical differences be-
tween approaches, and these differences may well be relevant for
anyone who wishes to apply systematic conservation planning or
spatial conservation prioritization on real-world problems. Further
material for comparison can be found from the original scientific
literature describing each computational approach, from software
user manuals, and from published examples of their use in real-
world settings.

As a final observation, Zonation is not generally thought of as a
method for target-based planning although the capability has been
available for some time (Moilanen, 2007). However, recent
work shows that Zonation is able to answer a combined
targetsþ benefit-based overrepresentation problem thus providing
higher return on conservation investment than pure target-based
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minimum set approaches (Laitila and Moilanen, 2012). An addi-
tional advantage of Zonation is that individual targets do not need
to be defined a priori for each biodiversity feature of interest. To
conclude, we expect that the present work should be helpful to
conservation scientists and managers who have the need to apply
the Zonation framework to assist with real-world large-scale, high-
resolution conservation decision analysis. Numerical analysis
techniques implemented in Zonation have been described else-
where. Here we have concentrated on what happens before and
after the numerical analysis itself, two stages of analysis that cannot
be avoided in any real application.
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